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From wellness to intensive care, birth to 
hospice and every single healthcare moment in 
between, Hennepin Healthcare is this 
community’s most comprehensive health and 
wellness asset. 

We’ve embraced this community for 130 years. 

We belong to you.
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Mission
We partner with our community, our patients and their families to ensure 
access to outstanding care for everyone, while improving health and 
wellness through teaching, patient and community education, and research. 

Vision
Transforming the health of our community – exceptional care without 
exception. 

Values
Person- and Family-Centered 

Integrity

Respect

Teamwork

Excellence

Compassion 
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We care for more than 2,500 people every day 
across our integrated healthcare system 

• Essential system of choice: Hospital, trauma center and clinics

• Major teaching & training site for MN healthcare workforce

• Leader in emergency response

• Home care and hospice: MVNA and Hospice of the Twin Cities

• Research institute: MMRF

• Philanthropic foundation: HHF

• Community partnerships 
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We are vital to Minnesota’s healthcare infrastructure 

• First Level l Trauma Center in Minnesota, third in the 
U.S. – Adult and Pediatric trauma care 

• The largest of only two critical burn centers in 
Minnesota and the state’s only 24/7 emergency 
hyperbaric oxygen chamber

• We prepare tomorrow's doctors and health care 
workers. Approximately 50% of Minnesota’s physicians 
have trained at Hennepin Healthcare 

• We train first responders from rural communities with 
EMT, paramedic & Tactical Emergency Medical Peace 
Officer training

• Answer calls (63,500 last year) to MN Poison Center 
at Hennepin Healthcare from all 87 counties
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We have deep roots in Elliot Park and we are 
reaching out to expand access to care 

Minneapolis 

• Be Well Clinic 

• Campus Clinics 

• Clinic & Specialty Center

• Crisis Residence 

• East Lake Clinic

• North Loop Clinic 

• Whittier Clinic 
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Suburban communities

• Brooklyn Park Clinic

• Golden Valley Clinic

• St. Anthony Village Clinic 

• Richfield Clinic 

• 14 Communities served by 
Emergency Medical 
Services (ambulance)



We are a healthcare partner for businesses 
Employee clinic    
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• Productivity: In 2017, Hennepin County achieved $490,479 in 

productivity savings with the Be Well Clinic

• Satisfaction: 97%

• Likely to return: 99%

• Would refer to a friend: 100%

Be Well Clinic 



• Comprehensive coverage for 
employees and their families

• Customizable onboarding and 
concierge services 

• Flexibility to consider no deductibles, 
lower co-pays, lower premiums 

• Fixed price arrangement for selected 
services

• Wellness and prevention offerings 

• Access to our full system, including e-
visits 
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We are a healthcare partner for businesses 
Direct contracting    



The Clinic & Specialty Center
Bringing lean thinking and innovation to life 
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How we put lean thinking to work 
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“An organization’s cultural commitment to applying the scientific method to designing, 

performing, and continuously improving the work delivered by teams of people, leading 

to measurably better value for patients and other stakeholders.”

The Promise of Lean in Healthcare, published in Mayo Clinic Proceedings, John Toussaint, MD, and Leonard Berry, Ph. D

- 3P – Production, Preparation, Process

- Asking users – patients and staff – to participate

- Create most efficient patient and staff movement to 

speed room turns

- Single flow through the surgery & procedure floor for 

efficiency and patient safety

- Kanban inventory system for all supplies



3P design workshops with front line staff
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Patient Arrival

Clinic flow and process

Surgical flow and process  



Staff, patients, community members visited our 
mock up center and provided feedback
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On stage, off stage with dual entry exam rooms 
because collaboration improves care  
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A comprehensive home for healthcare 

• Accessible, convenient “one 
stop” for healthcare brings 
together 37 clinics from 9 
buildings

• 337,000 square feet | 6 
floors | over 200 parking 
spaces

• Skyway and tunnel access 
to rest of campus
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• Primary care and specialties

• Same day surgery and 
procedures floor 

• Comprehensive Cancer 
Center with radiation therapy

• Physical Therapy and 
Rehabilitation

• Outpatient Imaging and 
Women’s Imaging

• Traumatic Brain Injury Center

• Integrative Health

• Delta Dental Center for Oral 
Health

• Full service pharmacy 
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A comprehensive home for healthcare 



A healing environment through light and art
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• Donated signature art pieces

• More than 500 pieces of local art 
installed throughout the building

• Ambient light and color experience in 
the CT and MRI



Community support through philanthropy 

• Delta Dental of Minnesota Foundation - Expanding 
access to dental care thanks to the largest private 
donation we’ve ever received at Hennepin Healthcare 

• Mary and Dr. Gaylan Rockswold - Rockswold Family 
Traumatic Brain Injury Center 

• Wanzek Family Foundation – In support of our Breast 
Center 

• M. Thomas Stillman, MD - Education and Community 
Center 

• Dr. Rachel Trockman – Signature art
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Equity in construction and final design 

Workforce participation 

• Minority/Small Business Enterprise construction results 

• Small Business Enterprise 34% 

• Minority  33%

• Women 8%

• Workforce Entry Program 20% 

Designed for a diverse patient population

• Exam rooms sized to accommodate interpreters and families and spaces 
created for patient and community education.

• Multiple “touchpoints” allow guests to be welcomed and assisted throughout 
the facility

• Circulation easy to understand by all languages and literacy levels.
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Sustainability and neighborhood fit 

• Meets sustainability goals to achieve LEED Silver status

• Supports multi-modal access  

• Storm water runoff is captured in an underground retention 
system  

• Heat island effects are reduced thanks to underground parking 
and low slope, white roofing. 

• Access and openness expressed through architecture 
including transparency with significant glass coverage 
including street level windows within limitations of a healthcare 
facility

• Streetscapes, a pocket park, outdoor café seating
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Thank you
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